
CHAPTER 7 


Simultaneous Kinetic Determination of Nickel(lI) 

and Cobalt(lI) using Sequential Injection Analysis 

7.1 Introduction 

Although hardly any metallic cobalt was used until the twentieth century, its ores have 

been used for thousands of years to impart a blue colour to glass and pottery. It is 

present in Egyptian pottery dated at around 2 600 BC and Iranian glass beads of 2250 

BC. "Smalt", produced by fusing potash, silica and cobalt oxide, can be used for 

colouring glass or for glazing pottery. The secret of making this brilliant blue pigment 

was apparently lost, to be rediscovered in the fifteenth century. Leonardo da Vinci was 

one of the first to use powered smalt as a 'new' pigment when painting his famous "The 

Madonna of the Rocks" [1]. 

The source of the blue colour was recognised in 1735 by the Swedish chemist G. 

Brandt, who isolated a very impure metal, or "regulus", which he named "cobalt rex" . 

In 1870 T. O. Bergman showed this to be a new element. Its name has some 

resemblance to the Greek word for "mine", but it is almost certainly derived from the 

German word Kobatt for "goblin" or "evil spirit". The miners of northen European 

countries thought that the spitefulness of such spirits was responsible for ores which, 

on smelting, not only failed unexpectedly to yield the anticipated metal, but also 

produced highly toxic fumes [1]. 

More than 200 ores are known to contain cobalt but only a few are of commercial 

value . The more important ores are arsenides and su lphides such as smalltite, CoAs2, 

cobaltite (or cobalt glance), CoAsS, and linnaetite, C03S4. These are invariably 

associated with nickel, and often also with copper and lead, and it is usually obtained 
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as a byproduct or coproduct of the recovery of these metals. The world's major 

sources of cobalt are the African continent and Canada with smaller reserves in 

Australia and the USSR [1]. 

An alloy of nickel was known in China over 2 000 years ago, and Saxton miners were 

familiar with the reddish coloured ore , NiAs, which superficially resembles Cu20. 

These miners attributed their inability to extract copper from this source to the work of 

the devil and name the ore "Kupfernickel" (Old Nick's copper). In 1751 A. F. Cronstedt 

isolated an impure metal from some Swedish ores and, identifying it with the metallic 

component of Kupfernickel, named the new metal "nickel". In 1804 J. B. Richter 

produced a much purer sample and so was able to determine its physical properties 

more accurately [1]. 

Nickel is the seventh most abundant transition metal and the twenty-second most 

abundant element in the earth's crust (99 ppm). Its commercially important ores are 

of two types [1]: 

(1) 	 Laterites, which are oxide/silicate ores such as garnierite 

(Ni,Mg)6Si401O(OH)a, and nickeliferous limonite, (Fe,Ni)O(OH).nH20, 

which have been concentrated by weathering in tropical rainbelt areas, 

such as New Caledonia, Cuba and Queensland. 

(2) 	 Sulfides such as pentlandite, (Ni,Fe)gSa, associated with copper, cobalt 

and precious metals so that the ore typically contain about 1,5% Ni. 

These are found in more temperate regions such as Canada, the USSR 

and South Africa. 

7,2 	 Atomic and physical properties of the elements 

Cobalt is lustrous and silvery with a bluish tinge, while nickel is silvery-white. Nickel 

is both malleable and ductile so that it is readily worked. It is also readily obtained in 

finely divided forms which are catalytically very active. Table 7.1 lists some properties 

of cobalt and nickel. When comparing the data given it is clear why these two 
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elements can be determined simultaneously using the same reagent. 

TABLE 7.1 . Properties of the elements cobalt and nickel [1) . 

IProeert:r ICo I Ni I 
Atomic number 27 28 

Number of naturally occurring 1 5 
isotopes 

Atomic weight 58.9332 58.69 

Electronic configuration [Ar)3d7 4s2 [Ar]3d8 4s2 

Electronegativity 1.8 1.8 

Melting point (0C) 1 495 1 455 

Boiling point (0C) 3100 2920 

~Hfu/kJ.mol·l 16.3 17.2 

~Hva/kJ.mor1 382 375 

Density (20 °C)/g.cm·3 8.90 8.908 

Electrical resistivity (20°C)/.uohm 6.24 6.84 
cm 

Magnetism Ferro Ferro 

7.3 Uses of Co and Ni 

About 30% of the total worldwide cobalt production is devoted to the production of 

chemicals for the ceramic and paint industries. In ceramics the main use is now not to 

provide a blue colour, but rather white by counterbalancing the yellow tint arising from 

iron impurities. Blue pigments are, however, used in paints and inks, and cobalt 

compounds are used to hasten the oxidation and hence the drying of oil-based paints 

[1] . 

The bulk of nickel is used in the production of alloys both ferrous and non-ferrous. 

Smaller amounts of nickel are used as catalysts in the hydrogenation of unsaturated 

vegetable oils and in storage batteries such as the Ni/Fe batteries. Nickel is used in 
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apparatus for the production of NaOH due to its resistance to attack by aqueous 

caustic alkalis [1] . 

7.4 Biological importance of cobalt and nickel 

The determination of trace amounts of cobalt in natural waters is of great interest 

because cobalt is important for living species as complexed vitamin B12. Vitamin B12 

is present in human and animal cells in the forms of adenosylcobalamin(lll) and 

methylcobalamin(IV). The deficiency of cobalt in ruminants usually results in different 

types of anaemia [2]. The wasting disease in sheep and cattle known variously as 

"pine" (Britain), "bush sickness" (New Zealand), "coast disease" (Australia), and "salt 

sick" (Florida) has been recognised since the late eighteenth century. Iron treatment 

to this anaemic condition had mixed success, till it was found that the efficacious 

principle in the iron treatment was actually the impurity, cobalt [1]. 

Despite of its essential biological role, high concentrations of cobalt can be very 

dangerous. In moderate concentrations, such as 3 mg/gallon, cobalt may be 

hazardous to man . Toxicological effects of large amounts of cobalt include 

vasodilation, flushing and cardiomyopathy in humans and animals. The importance of 

cobalt in human and ruminant nutrition has led to work on the determination of cobalt 

in soils, plants, feedstuffs, herbage, natural waters and fertilizers. Investigations have 

been extended to the biochemistry of cobalt in animals, humans, microorganisms and 

enzymes [2]. Cobalt is essential for microorganisms fixing molecular N2 and thus for 

higher plants relying on symbiotic nitrogen assimilation [3]. There is, however, still very 

little information available concerning the distribution and speciation of cobalt in the 

environment owing to analytical difficulties. 

Nickel is the metal component of the enzyme urease and as such considered to be 

essential to plants. Evidence has also been presented that nickel being essential to 

some domestic animals . Essentiality of nickel to man does not yet seem to have been 

demonstrated. More attention has been focussed on the toxicity of nickel in low 
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concentrations, such as the fact that nickel can cause allergic reactions and that certain 

nickel compounds are carcinogenic [3]. 

The maximum recommended concentration of toxic ions such as nickel and cobalt in 

drinking water for livestock is: Co - 1.0 mg/C and Ni - 2.5 mg/Q [4]. For drinking water 

for human consumption th e upper limits are even less . Soil containing the following 

concentration ranges of cobalt and nickel is seen as natural and generally harmless: 

Co: 1 - 40 mg/kg and Ni: 10 - 1 000 mg/kg . Typical values found in soil (total 

determination) are 8 mg/kg and 40 mg/kg of Co and Ni respectively. 

Defining the amount toxic to plants , or to animals subsisting on those plants , is very 

difficult. Plant concentrations indicative of toxicity are unknown for most plants and 

vary with growth conditions. The amount in the solid soil phase is a poor indicator of 

an ion's availability to plants. The concentration of ions dissolved in the ground water 

gives better estimates of ion concentrations that are immediately available to plants. 

Recommended maxima for livestock drinking water are conservative guides to the 

desirable maxima in ground water, because plants are much more tolerant of high 

trace metal concentrations than are animals. Fortunately, soil retention , exclusion by 

plant roots and limited translocation to the plant top, all exclude trace metal ions from 

the animal food chain [4]. 

7.5 Choice of analytical method 

Various techniques are employed to determine cobalt and nickel. These techniques 

include IGP-AES , ETA, XRF, AAS (and f-AAS) [5], chromatography [5, 6] and 

potentiometry [7]. Although these techniques deliver accurate results and have low 

detection limits , the apparatus are very expensive and not suitable for on-site, on-line 

routine ana lysis. Spectrophotometric methods coupled with flow injection analysis 

proved to be a better alternative, but due to its high sample and reagent consumption, 

were ruled out in favour of the sequential injection systems. For this study, kinetic 

determinations of Co and Ni was chosen . Sequential injection analysis is, due to its 
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discontinuous nature, ideally suited for kinetic determinations where longer waiting 

times can be incorporated into the method to allow longer reaction times. Kinetic 

determinations rely on the precise and consistent timing and mixing conditions which 

take place between the time the sample is introduce into the system and the time the 

product passes through the detector. SIA systems are completely computer-driven 

and accurate and precise timing is one of its biggest advantages. The kinetic 

determination was also chosen because it proved to be the most cost-effective method . 

Since the products formed during the reactions are measured at the same wavelength, 

only one detector was needed. 

A list of possible reagents to determine cobalt and nickel is given in Table 7.2. 

TABLE 7.2 Possible reagents and methods for the detection and determination of cobalt and nickel. 

IReagent IMethod I Anal~te IWavelength I 
Nitroso-R-salt 
( disodium-1-nitroso-2-hydoxy
naphtalene-3,6-disulfonate) [8, 12) 

Photometry Co 516 nm 

2-( 5-bromo-2-pyridylazo )-5-(N
propyl-N-sulphopropylamino) aniline 
[9) 

Photometry Co 570 nm 

Pyridylazoresorcinol (PAR) [10,15) Photometry, kinetic Co, Ni 640 nm 

Dithiozone (diphenylthiocarbazone) 
(11) 

Extraction, photometry Co 519 nm* 

1-(2-pyridylazo )-2-naphtol (PAN) 
[11,13) 

Extraction, photometry Co, Ni 640 nm 

Dimethylglyoxime (2,3-butanedione 
dioxime) [11] 

Gravimetry, titrimetric 
analysis, extraction, 
photometry 

Ni and large 
amounts of 
Co 

450 nm 

Sodium diethyldithiocarbamate [11] Extraction , photometry Ni, Co, Cu, 
Fe 

325 nm 

p-acetylarsenazo [14) Photometry Ni 630 nm 

2-( 5-bromo-2-pyridylazo )-5-(N
propyl-N-su Ifopropylamino )aniline 
(PSAA) (16) 

Photometry, kinetic Ni, Co 580 nm 

2-hydroxybenzaldehyde 
thiosemicarbazone [17J 

Photometry, kinetic Ni, Co 400 nm 

Wavelength was determined experimentally with ethanol as solvent. 
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7.6 	 Principle of the kinetic determination of cobalt and nickel using 

PAR 

The different rates of the dissociation of the citrate complexes of cobalt(II) and nickel(ll) 

at pH 8 are used as a base for the kinetic assay of these two ions at mg/C level in a 

sequential injection system. The first step in the determination is the formation of 

cobalt and nickel citrate complexes . The formation constants for the metal ion 

complexes are as follow: log Kf =12.5 for cobalt and log Kf =14.3 for nickel [18] . The 

values were obtained for solutions with an ionic strength of 0.5 mol/Q. 

The dissociation is followed by the formation of the PAR complexes (which is fast 

compared to the dissociation). The reactions are indicated as follow: 

M2+ + 2PAR -+ M(PAR)?2 . n + nH+ 

where cit is the citrate anion and n indicates that the number of protons released 

depends on the pH of the system. The rate constants of the dissociation reactions are 

sufficiently different to enable cobalt and nickel to be determined with reasonable 

precision. 

PAR, the scavenger in the reactions, is not selective and forms complexes with 

copper(II), iron(II) and (III), manganese(II) , zinc(II), lead(lI) and many other metal ions. 

Yotsuyangani et al. [19] have reported a method for the selective determination of iron, 

cobalt and nickel using PAR as a spectrophotometric reagent in a masking medium of 

EDTA. This is achieved by adding first PAR and then EDTA to the sample . For all 

tested ions except iron(III) , cobalt(II), nickel(II) , uranyl and paliadium(lI) the substitution 

reaction 

M(PAR)n + EDTA -> M(EDTA) + nPAR 

proceeds rapidly at room temperature and masks such elements . 
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The method is successful only if the reaction of the more reactive component is 

essentially complete before the reaction of the less reactive component reaches one 

half-life [20] and depends on first order or pseudo-first order reaction kinetics . 

Theoretically the method may be used to determine more than two analytes by solving 

as many simultaneous equations for the absorbances as there are analytes and 

detectors. The number of analytes which may be determined with precision are 

however limited. Kinetic methods in general suffers from poor precision in one analyte 

if the other analyte has a much higher concentration [17]. 

The principle of the SIA method is that for the pseudo-first order reactions of different 

rates, straight line calibration curves may be obtained for samples at any time t after 

aspiration of various metal concentrations . For different metals which have different 

rates, the calibration curves will have different slopes, slower reacting components 

having lower slopes. The relative difference in the ratio of the slopes belonging to each 

metal give rise to equations which may be used for the determination of each metal. 

7.7 The simultaneous kinetic determination of cobalt and nickel 

7.7.1 Experimental 

7.7.1.1 Reagents and solutions 

All solutions are prepared from analytical grade reagents unless specified otherwise. 

Deionised water from a Modulab system (Continental Water Systems, San Antonio , 

TX, USA) was used to prepare all solutions and dilutions . The water used as carrier 

was degassed before use. 

Citrate Complex Forming Reagent (CCFR): This reagent contains 0.08 mol/Q citrate 

(23.528 g C607HsNa3.2H20 in 1 Q) and 0.02 mollC borax (7 .627 g Na2B40 7.10H20 in 

1 c) . The pH of the solution was adjusted to 8 using hydrochloric acid. 
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Colour Forming Reagent (CFR): 0.2552 g of 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorsinol monosodium 

monohydrate (C11HsN3Na02.H20) was dissolved in 1 Q of CCFR, resulting in a 1 x 10-3 

mol/Q PAR solution . 

EOTA Masking Reagent (EMR) : 18.612 g EDTA was dissolved in 1 C distilled water. 

Analyte stock solutions: A 100 mg/Q Ni(ll) stock solution was prepared by dissolving 

0.405 g l\liCI2.6H20 in 1 Qdistilled water. A 100 mg/Q Co(ll) stock solution was prepared 

by dissolving 0.404 g CoCI2.6H20 in 1 Q distilled water. Working solutions were 

prepared by suitable dilution of the stock solutions. 

For soil extractions a 0.43 mol/Q acetic acid solution was used as eluent and a 12% 

(v/v) ammonia solution was used to ensure the correct reaction pH. 

7.7.1.2 Apparatus 

The SIA system depicted in Fig. 7.1 was constructed of the following components: A 

Gilson Minipuls peristaltic pump (operating at 10 rpm), a magnetic st irrer, a stirrer 

chamber with internal volume of 500 j.).Q , a 1 O-port electrically actuated Valco selection 

valve (Model ECSD1 OP) and a Unicam 8625 UV/visible spectrophotometer equipped 

with a 10 mm Hellma flow-through cell (volume 80 j.).Q ). The absorbance of both red 

coloured PAR complexes was measured at 510 nm. Data acquisition and device 

control were achieved using a PC30-B interface board (Eagle Electric , Cape Town, 

South Africa) and an assembled distribution board (MINTEK, Randburg, South Africa). 

The FlowTEK [21] software package (obtainable from MINTEK) was used throughout 

the procedure. The first holding coil was constructed of 3.5 m x 1.16 mm i.d. co iled 

Tygon tubing , the second holding coil of 1.5 m x 0.76 mm i.d . straight Tygon tubing and 

the reaction coil of 1.1 m x 0.76 mm straight Tygon tubing . 
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Fig. 7.1 	 SIA system for the simultaneous determination of trace 
amounts of nickel and cobalt. 

7.7.1.3 	 Procedure 

Since differential kinetic determinations dominate the simultaneous determination of 

two or more closely related species , like cobalt and nickel, in mixtures without prior 

separation, all ten ports of the valve were used to accommodate the two reactions that 

take place in the manifold (the faster reaction (Ni(lI) with PAR and the slower reaction 

(Co(lI) with PAR). The sample (port 2), ammonia solution (port 3) and colour reagent 

(port 4) were sequentially drawn up into the mixing chamber to allow thorough mixing 

thereof. Half of this complexed zone was pump into a second holding coil (port 5) to 

ensure the longer reaction time needed for the slower reaction, while the other half was 

reacted with EDTA (port 6) and propelled through the detector (port 7) for 

measurement (measuring time t1)' Since the VICI valve used in this application was 

able to move only in a counter-clockwise direction, it was impossible to move back to 

port 5 to collect the 'stored' half of the reacting zones. The second holding coil was 

therefore connected to port 8 via a perspex connector with four in- or outlets as shown 

in Fig. 7.1. When port 8 was connected to the first holding coil (occupying the port in 

the middle of the valve), the zone inside the second holding coil could be drawn back 

into holding coil 1. This zone was reacted with EDTA (port 9) and propelled through 
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the detector (port 10 was connected via a perspex T -piece connector to detector line) 

for measurement (measuring time t2)' 

It must be noted that prior to each cycle the second holding coil was first rinsed to 

eliminate any possible sample carry-over. This was done via port 1 of the selection 

valve. Port 1 was connected to the second holding coil via the perspex connector (as 

shown in Fig . 7.1) . Forward movement of the pump, allowed the movement of the 

wash (carrier) solution through holding coil 2. 

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 give detailed representations of the procedure used . Since the 

FlowTEK software measures only the highest peak (peak height was used for 

measurements), two methods were programmed. The first was used to draw up the 

sample and reagents and for measurement of the first peak (measuring time t1) and 

second was used for measurement of the second peak (measuring time t2)' These two 

methods were then combined in a procedure file to follow directly after one another 

without any delay. 

TABLE 7.3 	 Device sequence of the sequential injection system used to draw up the different zones 
and for measurement of peak 1 (measuring time t1) . 

I Time (s) 

0 

I Pume 

Off 

I Valve 

Home 

I Descrietion 

Pump off, valve was turned to select position 1. 
This position was connected via the perspex 
connector (with four inlets) to the second holding 
coil. 

I 

5 

20 

20.5 

21.5 

35.5 

36 

Forward 

Off 

Reverse 

Off 

Holding coil 2 

Sample/ 
standard 

NH3 

Forward movement of the pump resulted in the 
propulsion of the carrier (wash) solution through 
the second holding coil. 

Pump stopped - end of rinsing cycle. 

Valve was turned to position 2 to select the 
sample ior standard) stream . 

The sample or standard solution was drawn up 
into the mixi~ chamberJholdin~ coil 1J. 

Pump stopped . 

Valve was turned to position 3 to select NH3 
stream. 
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TABLE 7.3 continue Device sequence of the sequential injection system used to draw up the 
different zones and for measurement of peak 1 (measuring time t1)' 

I Time {s) I Pume I Valve I Descriet ion I 
Reverse37 NH3 solution was drawn up into the mixing 

chamber. 

Off Pump stopped. 38 

PAR39 Valve was turned to position 4 to select the colour 
reagent stream. 

40 Reverse Colour reagent was drawn up into the mixing 
chamber . 

46 Off Pump stopped. 

Holding coil 246.5 Valve was turned to position 5. This port was 
also connected to the second holding coil via the 
perspex connector (with four inlets). 

47 Forward Half of the product zone (in the mixing chamber) 
was pumped into the second holding coil to 
ensure longer reaction time. 

Pump stopped. 64 Off 

EDTA64.5 Valve was turned to position 6 to select the EDT A 
stream . 

Reverse EDTA solution was drawn into holding coil 1 to 
react with the remaining half of the product zone. 

66 

Off67 Pump stopped. 

Detector67.5 Valve was turned to position 7 to select the 
detector line. 

Forward The formed product zone was pumped through 
the detector (measuring time t1)' 

68 

192 Off Pump stopped - end of measuring cycle 1. 
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TABLE 7.4. Device sequence of the sequential injection system used for measurement of peak 2 
(measuring time t2) ' 

I Time (s) 

0 

I Pume 

Off 

I Valve 

Holding coil 2 

I Descrietion 

Valve was turned to select position 8. This port 
is also connected to the second holding co il via 
the four inlet perspex connector. 

I 

0.5 Reverse The formed product zone 'stored' in holding coil 
2 was drawn back into holding coil 1. 

14.5 Off Pump stopped. 

15 EDTA Valve was turned to position 9 ro select the EDT A 
stream. 

16 Reverse EDTA solution was drawn up into holding coil 1. 

17 

18 

Off 

Detector 

Pump stopped. 

Valve was turned 
detector line. 

to position 10 to select the 

19 Forward The second product zone was pumped through 
detector (measuring time t2) ' Port 10 was 
connected with the detector line via a perspex T-
piece connector. 

135 Off Pump stopped - end of analytical cycle . 

7.7.1.4 Sample preparation 

The samples analysed were aqueous samples and soil extracts. All water samples 

were analysed directly . Soil samples collected on a maize farm in the Northen Free 

State were used for analysis. Representative soil samples of 20.00 ± 0.05 g were dried 

at 30 °C for about 8 - 10 hours . 5.00 ±0.01 g of air-dried soil was weighed into a 

beaker and 50 mQ of a 0.43 mol/Q CH 3COOH solution was added. The suspension was 

stirred for 30 minutes and then decantated or filtered. The filtrate was analysed directly 

(pH corrections were done on-line). 
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7.8 Method optimisation 

Determinations involving chromogenic reagents in sequential injection analysis (SIA) 

are more complicated than their batch [22] and flow injection (FI) [23] counterparts, as 

direct acquisition of the sample spectrum can be hindered by two effects. One arises 

from changes in the refractive index when the injected products reach the detector. 

These changes give rise to a non-spectral, sample dependant variation of the signal, 

but can be readily corrected for by subtracting the absorbance at a wavelength at 

which neither the reagents nor the products absorb (using a diode array 

spectrophotometer [24]). The other effect originates from the absorbance of the 

chromogenic reagent and cannot be suppressed by instrumental zeroing (as in the 

case of FI) because the reagent is injected into a non-absorbing carrier and its 

absorption is variable . 

Since PAR is a coloured reagent and absorbs in the same visible spectral region as its 

complexes with various metals, the peaks obtained will always be the summation of 

two contributions, viz., that from the unreacted PAR and that from its complexes (Co

PAR and Ni-PAR in this case). Hence the actual peak height for each complex can be 

determined by subtracting the blank spectrum from that for an injected sample or 

standard. The amount of reacted PAR is assumed to be negligible relative to that of the 

unreacted reagent, which is plausible as the complexes formed are highly labile and 

a large excess of reagent is used. 

7.8.1 Physical parameters 

A number of physical parameters can influence the degree of dispersion and mixing 

in the manifold. To obtain the highest sensitivity and precision, but still maintain a 

sufficient sample throughput, it was necessary to optimise these parameters. 
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7.8.1.1 	 Pump speed 

The pump speed does not only influence the volume of the different zones drawn up, 

but also the residence time of the zones in the man ifold conduit. Since kinetic 

determinations need very precise timing, this parameter was optimise to get an 

optimum flow rate that suites the formation of both the cobalt and nickel complexes. 

Flow rates between 1.0 and 3.0 mClmin were evaluated . As seen from Fig . 7.2, the 

peak height increases with increasing flow rate to a maximum flow rate of 2.5 mQ/min 

where after the peak height decreases. The % RSD improves with increasing flow rate 

in the same way as the sensitivity. This can be observed for both measuring times t1 

and t2 . An optimum flow rate of 2.5 me/min was chosen due to its best precision and 

sensitivity . Care was taken that the volumes were adjusted to maintain constant values 

for all flow rates. This was done by altering the time the sample and reagents were 

being drawn up. 

7 

6 

5 

(1) 

~ 4 
o 
c. 
CI) 

~ 3 

2 

o 
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 

Flow rate mQlmin) 

Fig. 7.2 	 Influence of the flow rate on the sensitivity and 
precision at both measuring times, t, and t2....... = 
Peak height (t,); -+- = %RSD (t,); .... = Pea k 
height (t2) and -0- =%RSD (t2)' 
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7.8.1.2 Mixing chamber 

Mixing chambers are used in SIA mainly to dilute highly concentrated samples [25] or 

to ensure adequate mixing of the zones when more than three zones are involved [26]. 

Because the formed product zone in this analysis was split into two, it was of utmost 

importance that thorough mixing took place. Three different systems were evaluated: 

In the first the mixing chamber was absent and in the second and third, mixing 

chambers with volumes of 1.2 and 0.5 me respectively were incorporated into the first 

holding coil . 

Evaluation of the first system was done by using a binary mixture of cobalt and nickel 

(10 mg/Q each) . The relative peak height obtained with this system was 3.34 with a 

relative standard deviation (RSD) of 0.5% at t1 and a relative peak height of 3.30 (RSD 

= O. 1 %) at t2. 

Incorporation of the larger mixing chamber into the SIA system lead to excessive 

dilution, resulting in poor sensitivity especially at t2 (relative peak height = 3.25 for t1 

(%RSD = 0.77) and 1.94 for t2 (%RSD = 0.89%)). For the smaller mixing chamber the 

resulted dispersion was not so large and the contribution of the mixing chamber 

rendered very positive results. An increase in relative peak height at both measuring 

times was observed (peak height = 5.33 for t1 (%RSD = 2.76) and 4.35 for t2 (%RSD 

= 2.01 )). The poor reproducibility was due to small air bubbles which accumulated in 

the upper part of the mixing chamber. This problem was solved after the in- and outlet 

of the mixing chamber were exchanged. Although the SI system containing the smaller 

mixing chamber needed longer rinsing times, due to the bigger dispersion in the mixing 

chamber, it was still chosen as the desirable system, because the better sensitivity 

outweighed the drawback of longer rinsing times. 

It is important to keep the tubing connecting the mixing chamber with the valve as short 

as possible. This will ensure that major part of the stack of zones drawn up' into the 

holding coil reaches the mixing chamber, which will result in better mixing. 
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7.8.1.3 Sample volume 

As it is one of sequential injection analysis' advantages, the sample volume was 

altered by increasing or decreasing the time during which the sample was drawn up. 

The sensitivity increase as the sample volume increased for both measuring times. It 

is clear from Fig. 7.3 that volumes larger than 600 f.1Q should lead to even higher 

sensitivities at the two measuring times. The improvement when enlarging the volume 

from 550 to 600 f.1Q was, however, only 3.14% for t1 and 9.81 % for t2 The good 

precision obtained at 600 f.1Q and the undesired longer rinsing times for larger volumes 

were both criteria which resulted in the choice of 600 f.1Q as optimum sample volume. 

10 

8 

6 
Q) 
II) 
c 
o 
~4 
Q) 

c::: 
2 

200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 

Volume CuP} 

Fig. 7.3 	 Influence of the sample volume on peak height 
and reproducibility at t, and t2, .... =Peak height 
(t,): --I-- =%RSD (t,): ..... =Peak height (t2) and.o.. 
= %RSD (t2) , 

7.8.1.4 Colour reagent and complex forming agent volume 

The citrate complex forming reagent agent was used to dissolve the PAR reagent, 

therefore the influence of the volume of both were evaluated at the same time . 

Different volumes ranging from 170 - 680 f.1C were evaluated . The results, presented 

in Fig. 7.4, show that larger volumes resulted in better sensitivity and precision. 
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Unfortunately, larger volumes also lead to larger background values and therefore the 

signal-to-baseline ratio (SIB ratio) was used as criteria to obtain the optimum volume . 

The increase in relative peak height (response) for volumes between 170 - 680 /-lQ was 

from 6.76 to 7.53 for measuring time 1 (t1) and from 6.43 to 7.09 for measuring time 2 

(t2)' This resulted in a 11 .39% increase for t1 and 10.26% for t2. The background 

signal for the same change in volume had increased with 48 .15% for t1 (0.81 to 1.20 

units) and with 57 .14% for t2 (0.98 to 1.54 units). It was therefore clear that smaller 

reagent volumes resulted in better signal-to-background ratios. For both t1 and t2 the 

best precision and SIB ratio were obtained at 250 /-lQ . The relative standard deviation 

were 0.52% and 0.37% respectively. 

Additional complex forming agent was added to the sample before addition of the 

colour reagent to investigate the effect on the initial complex formation . Different 

volumes were evaluated . The results (Fig. 7.5) show a slight increase in sensitivity at 

t1 and a decrease in peak height at t2. The % RSD obtained is overall very good and 

only small variations are visible at the different volumes. The variation in peak height 

at the two different times are mainly due to the different ratios in which the product 

zone is divided. Care must, therefore, be taken that the zone is divided in the same 

ratio for each different analysis. It is clear from the results that it was unnecessary to 

add additional complex forming agent to the system. To remove the complex forming 

agent completely was however not advisable, since better results were obtained with 

the complex forming agent than without. The sensitivity as well as the reproducibility 

of the method were bette r when the complex forming agent were used. 
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colour reagent and complex forming agent on sensitivity and 
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7.8.1.5 Reagent concentration 

Higher PAR concentrations led to better sensitivity, but also led to unacceptable high 

background values. Once again it was needed to take the signal-to-background ratio 

as determining criteria to obtain an optimal concentration for the colour reagent. A 

concentration of 1 x 10.3 mol/Q PAR was chosen as optimum, due to its good signal to 

background ratio and reproducibility. Table 7.5 illustrates the results obtained. 

TABLE 7.5 Results obtained after evaluation of the PAR concentration. 

Concentration 
(mol/C) 

Measuring time 1 I Measuring time 2 ~ 
RPH* Back

ground 
SIB 
ratio 

%RSD 

I 

RPH I Back- I SIB I %RSD 
. ground . ratio 

1 x 10-1 7.53 1.20 6.28 0.09 7.09 1.54 4.60 0.57 

1 x 10-2 7.26 1.05 6.91 0.52 7.17 1.35 5.31 0.41 

1 x 10-3 5.10 0.60 8.5 0.22 5.42 0.74 7.32 0.18 

1 x 10-4 2.90 0.58 5 2.46 4.08 0.74 5.55 0.86 

RPH - relative peak height 
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7.8.1.6 	 EDTA volume 

Several ions interfere in the simultaneous determination of Co(ll) and Ni(II), as the 

colour reagent (PAR) is not selective. Addition of EDTA to the product zone allows the 

determination of the analytes in the presence of some interferences, because the 

conditional forming constants for the interferences with EDTA is larger than those of 

the interferences with PAR [18]. Addition of EDTA however also retarded the reaction 

rate of the colour forming reactions of nickel(lI) and cobalt(lI) with PAR to such an 

extend that it practically came to a standstill. EDTA was therefore added just prior to 

detection . Various different volumes were investigated. The results (Fig. 7.6) show 

that the peak height decreased as the volume increased. A optimum volume of 40 IJ-Q 

was used to mask the major interferences. 
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Fig. 7.6 	 Effecl of differenl EDTA volumes on sensitivily 
and precision al 11 and t2...... =Peak heighl (11); 
--+- =%RSD (t1) ; -4- =Peak heighl (12) and ~ = 
%RSD (12) ' 
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7.8.2 Chemical parameters 

7.8.2.1 	 pH 

The complexation of metal ions with most spectrophotometric reagents, and especially 

with those ligands that may be protonated, is dependant on the pH of the reaction 

medium as well as on the nature and concentration of the concerned ligand. Plots of 

pH versus absorbance, such as those obtained under static conditions with a number 

of metals and 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol (PAR) are already established [27]. The 

influence of reaction pH was investigated and the results (Fig. 7.7) show that a pH of 

8.00 gave the best precision and sensitivity. This pH was therefore chosen as optimum 

reaction pH. The pH of the sample influences the reaction as well. The pH of the 

water samples were in the order of 5.2 and for these pH values the added borax and 

citrate in the colour reagent were able to buffer the system to pH 8.00 . For the soil 

samples, obtained by extraction, the pH was in the order of 1.10. Lower pH values 

promote the formation of the cobalt complex and interfere as a result seriously in the 

determination of nickel. To obviate this it was necessary to increase the pH of the 

sample to an extent that the added borax and citrate could buffer the reaction at pH 

8.00. 

7 -•6 
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o 
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pH 

Fig. 7.7 	 Effect of different pH values on reproducibility 
and peak height at both measuring times. .... = 
Peak height (t1); -+- = %RSD (t 1); --- = Peak 
height (t2) and -0- = %RSD (t2)' 
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Addition of a 12% v/v NH) solution between the sample zone and the colour reagent 

zone led to an increase in pH and improved the sensitivity. NaOH was not added, 

because of the formation of less soluble Ni(OH)2 (Ksp =2.8 x 10.16 
) and Co(OH)2 (Ksp 

=2.5 x 10.16 
) [18]. Ammonia was seen to be more appropriate since the amine 

complexes of Co and Ni have very small formation constants (log Kf = 2.1 for Co and 

log Kf =2.8 for Ni) [18]. The resulted amine complexes are also soluble. 

The results (Fig. 7.8) show that the formation of the cobalt complex was definitely 

favoured at lower pH values . The addition of the NH) zone limited this advantage of 

Co and resulted in more appropriate peak heights for both measuring times . The 

obtained peak height values for samples of pH 5.20 were 6.35 (RSD = 0.89%) and 

6.70 (RSD = 0.73%) fort 1 and t2, respectively. Addition of210 f.iQ NH) to samples with 

pH 1.10 resulted in peak height of 6.20 (RSD =0.79%) and 6.80 (RSD =1.06%) for t1 

and t2 , respectively. 

40 80 120 160 200 250 

Volume !I.d) 

Fig. 7.8 	 Effect of different volumes of NH3 on 
reproducibility and peak height at both measuring 
times for samples with pH 1.10. --.: = Peak 
height (t 1) ; ...... =%RSD (t1) ; .... =Peak height (t2) 
and ..;.. = %RSD (t2)' 
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7.8.2.2 Zone sequencing 

Incorporation of the NH3 zone in front of the sample zone resulted in an slight increase 

in sensitivity, but the precision became very poor (RSD > 12.1 %). The optimum zone 

sequence was therefore sample, NH3 and then the colour reagent. The NH3 was not 

used when water samples were analysed. 

7.9 Kinetic data and reaction order 

7.9.1 Reaction rates 

Chemical reactions rates cover a very wide range of velocities. Some reactions, such 

as the neutralization of a strong acid with a strong base, are so rapid that they appear 

to reach equilibrium instantaneously; whereas others, such as the (non-catalysed) 

reaction between oxygen and hydrogen at room temperature, are so slow that no 

reaction can be detected [29]. Reactions with half-lives larger than about ten seconds 

are considered to be slow, whereas those with half-lives shorter than ten seconds are 

considered to be fast. Since both complexes under discussion in this study proved to 

be moderate reactions, more attention will be given to the determination of reaction 

rates of slower reactions. 

The rate of slow chemical reactions in solution can generally be studied by quite simple 

and conventional methods. The reactants are mixed in some vessel, and the progress 

of the reaction is followed by (i) titrating aliquots of the mixture or by (ii) measuring at 

known times, a physical property of the solution such as optical absorption or 

voltammetric diffusion current [29]. 

The speed of initial mixing of the components in the vessel, places a limit on the 

minimum half-live time that can be measured in this way. If the mixing is accomplished 

by simple stirring devices such as magnetic stirring bars, the mixing takes a few 

seconds, and reactions with half-live times shorter than 10 seconds are difficult to 
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measure with acceptable accuracy. On the other hand, the kinetics of reactions with 

long half-lives can be determined, but such determinations take a long time and are, 

therefore, undesirable for analytical purposes. Two hours are arbitrarily considered the 

longest acceptable time for routine analysis [29]. 

If the reaction is completed in more than two hours or less than ten seconds, several 

simple techniques can be used to adjust the rate so that the half-live lies within the 

desired range. These are: (a) changing the temperature of the reaction system, (b) 

changing the concentration of the reactants, and (c) changing the solvent medium or 

ionic strength of the solution. 

The relationship between temperature and the rate constant k of a chemical reaction 

is given by the Arrhenius equation [29] 

d(ln k) E * 

dT RT2 

k = Ae·E'/RTor in its integrated form 

where E* = activation energy 

R = universal gas constant 

and A =frequency factor. 

For a large number of homogeneous reactions, the rate constant increase two or three 

times for each 1 aoe rise in temperature [29]. The temperature in the laboratory was 

kept at a constant 19°e to eliminate any possible fluctuations in results . 

Reactions with very large rate constants can be measured simply by using low 

concentrations of reactants, provided that the methods sensitive enough to measure 

the small changes in concentration are ava ilable. High concentrations of the reacting 

species can be employed to speed up reactions with small rate constants, although 
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changes in the activity coefficients may hamper the calculation of initial concentration 

when high concentrations of reactants are used [29]. 

The PAR concentration used in this determination was restricted to 1 x 10-3 molN since 

higher concentration led to higher background values and unacceptable low signal-to

background ratios (see Table 7.5) . 

Table 7.6 gives the kinetic data collected for the reaction between cobalt and PAR, 

while the data for the reaction between Ni(ll) and PAR is given in Table 7.7. Solutions 

of 5 mg/Q Co(ll) and 5 mg/Q Ni(ll) were respectively used to determine the reaction 

rates. The same procedure was followed as for the determination of the analytes, but 

the flow was stopped just after the peak maximum were observed (for cobalt this was 

91 .6 s after the start of the analysis and for nickel 90.22 s) . This time is taken as the 

starting time, to' for determining the rate constant. The time used to calculate the rate 

constant was calculated as the real time (from the start of the analysis) minus to ' Since 

peak height is an indication of the absorbance of the specie at that moment, the 

absorbance (A) is calculated as peak height measured at a specific time (t) minus the 

peak height value (Ao) at the time the flow was stopped, to' Fig . 7.9 shows a plot of the 

response (A) versus time, while Fig . 7.10 shows a plot of In(A - Ao) versus time for 

cobalt and Figs. 7.11 and 7.12 give the same plots for nickel. 
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TABLE 7.6 Kinetic data for the determination of the rate constant of the reaction 
between Co(lI) and PAR. 

Real time (s) Absorbance 
(A) 

Time (s) A - Ao In(A - Ao) 

91.64 =to 3.26 = Ao 0 0 -

100.88 3.29 9.24 0.03 -3.51 

110.82 3.33 18.18 0.07 -2 .66 

120.77 3.39 29.13 0.13 -2 .04 

130.72 3.44 39.08 0.18 -1.71 

140.66 3.48 49.02 0.22 -1.51 

150.61 3.55 58.97 0.29 -1 .24 

160.55 3.60 68.91 0.34 -1.08 

170.50 3.65 78.86 0.39 -0.94 

180.45 3.68 88.81 0.42 -0 .87 

190.39 3.70 98.75 0.44 -0.82 

200.34 3.72 108.7 0.46 -0 .78 

210.28 3.75 119.64 0.49 -0.71 

220.23 3.76 128.59 0.50 -0 .69 

230.18 3.78 138.54 0.52 -0 .65 

240.12 3.79 148.48 0.53 -0.63 

250.07 3.80 158.43 0.54 -0.62 
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Fig . 7.9 	 Graphical representation of Fig_ 7.10 Representation of the In(A
the measured peak height Ao) versus time graph for Co. 
(response) versus time for Co. 
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TABLE 7.7 Kinetic data for the determination of the rate constant of the reaction 
between Ni(ll) and PAR. 

1 -1.528<t 

-22.6 1 
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Tlmo (5)Tlmo (s) 

Fig. 7 .11 	 Graphical representation of Fig. 7_12 Repre sen tation of the In (A 
the measured peak height Ao) versu s time graph for Ni. 
(response) versus time for Ni . 
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Real time (s) Absorbance Time (s) A - Ao In(A - Ao) 
(Al 

90.22 =to 2.46 =Ao 0 0 -

100.17 2.55 9.95 0.09 -2.41 

110.82 2.65 20.60 0.19 -1.66 

120.77 2.75 30.55 0.29 -1.24 

130.72 2.86 40.50 0.40 -1.29 

140.66 2.96 50.44 0.50 -0.69 

150.61 3.07 60.39 0.61 -0.49 

160.55 3.16 70 .33 0.70 -0 .36 

170 .50 3.24 80.28 0.78 -0 .25 

180.45 3.30 90.23 0.84 -0.17 

190.39 3.35 100.17 0.89 -0 .12 

200.34 3.40 110.12 0.94 -0.06 

210.28 3.44 120.06 0.98 -0.02 

220.23 3.47 130.01 1.01 0.01 

230.18 3.50 139.96 1.04 0.04 

240.12 3.53 149.90 1.07 0.07 

249.36 3.55 159.14 1.09 0.09 

0.5 

/0 
I 

-0.5 

:t 
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7.9.2 Reaction rate laws 

The determination of the rate law is simplified by the isolation method in which the 

concentrations of all the reactants except one are in large excess. If reagent B is in 

large excess, it is a good approximation to take its concentration as constant 

throughout the reaction. Then , although the true rate law might be second-order 

overall, and 

v = k[A][B] 

[B] can be approximated by [B]o and the equation became 

v = k'[A] 

where k' = k[B]o which has the form of a first-order rate law. Since the true rate law has 

been forced into first-order form by assuming a constant B concentration, it is called 

a pseudo first-order rate law [28]. The PAR reagent was therefore added in 10-fold 

excess to ensure excess of reagent and thus a pseudo first-order reaction rate. 

The kinetic determination is only successful, if the reaction of the more reactive 

component is essentially complete before the reaction of the less reactive component 

reach one half-life [20]. 

The order of the substitution reaction 

ML- + 2 PAR ~ M(PAR)/ + + L3


was established as pseudo-first order by standard kinetic methods using the optimised 

SIA system (see Figures 7.10 and 7.12). A linear least square regression analysis of 

In ([A] - [A]o) versus time gave, for nickel K ObS = 0.050 S -1 with a correlation coefficient 

of 0.9897 and for cobalt, KObS =2.10 S -1 with a correlation coefficient of 0.9919. The 

dotted lines in the figures indicated the region of the graphs used to determine reaction 

rates as well as to confirm the pseudo-first order reactions . 
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7.10 Evaluation of the SIA method 

The proposed SIA method was evaluated under optimum running conditions with 

regard to linearity, sample frequency, reproducibility, sample interaction, detection 

limits, accuracy and major interferences. 

7.10.1 Linearity 

Calibration curves for the two metals were set up at both measuring times. Linear 

calibration curves were obtained for each individual metal ion at the two different 

measuring times. The graphs are linear between 0 and 10 mg/Q in each case (Table 

7.8). For nickel: r2 =0.9866 at t1 and 0.9918 at t2 and for cobalt: r2 =0.9964 at t1 and 

0.9907 at t2. The concentration range is limited by the fact that PAR absorbs at the 

measured wavelength and that the concentration of PAR needs to be kept significantly 

above that of the analyte to ensure rapid scavenging after the dissociation of the citrate 

complex. 

TABLE 7.8. Calibration values for Co(ll) and Ni(lI) respectively. 

Concen
tration 

Cobalt{ll) Nickel(lI) 

Relative peak 
height 

%RSD Relative peak 
height 

% RSD 

t, t2 t1 t2 t, t2 t, t2 

Blank 0.55 0.75 1.4 1.8 0.46 0.65 1.4 1.4 

1 mg/Q 1.67 1.44 0.5 0.7 0.94 1.19 1.1 0.6 

2 mg/Q 3.11 2.40 0.4 0.4 1.46 1.77 1.0 1.5 

5 mg/Q 5.81 4.37 0.5 0.4 2.77 3.35 1.1 0.9 

10 mg/Q 9.61 8.42 0.3 0.3 4.25 5.25 0.7 0.6 
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7.10.2 Sample frequency and precision 

Kinetic determinations have the disadvantage that it is slower than other analytical 

applications. Sufficient time need to elapsed to allow the slower reaction to take place 

to a desirable level. Since the total analysis time was 327 s, the proposed SIA method 

was able to monitor nickel and cobalt at a rate of 11 samples per hour with a relative 

standard deviation < 1.2% (Table 7.9). 

TABLE 7.9. Precision of the proposed SIA method. 

Composition of standards % RSD 

[Ni 2 +] in mg/Q [Co2+] in mg/Q I tJ I t2 I 
1.0 5.0 0.3 0.6 

2.0 4.0 0.3 0.4 

3.0 3.0 0.8 0.3 

4.0 2.0 0.7 0.3 

5.0 1.0 0.7 1.0 

5.0 5.0 0.6 0.6 

Soil extracts % RSD 

[Ni2+) in mg/Q [Co2+] in mg/Q t h 
2.5 3.5 0.4 0.4 

3.0 3.0 1.2 0.7 

3.5 3.0 0.9 1.0 

7.10.3 Sample interaction 

Although the second holding coil was rinsed before each cycle , some carry-over 

between samples was experienced. The sample interaction between successive 

samples was calculated to be 0.53% for measuring time 1 and about 1.4% for 

measuring time 2. A sample with low analyte concentration (1 mg/Q) was analysed, 

followed by a sample with analyte concentration ten times higher than the first. To 

evaluate sample interaction the first sample was analysed again. Sample carry-over 
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was then calculated according to the difference between the two peak height values 

[30]. The percentage carry-over calculated was low enough to be ignored. 

7.10.4 Accuracy 

To evaluate the accuracy of the system two different protocols can be followed. The 

first and most common method is the construction of a calibration curve for each 

individual metal at both measuring times . Because absorbance is additive two 

equations (at t1 and t2) are obtained which should yield the required unknown 

concentrations when solved simultaneously [20]. The second calculation involved the 

use of matrixes [31]. The general equation can be written as follows: 

y = X~ + 8 

where Y is a matrix of p responses measured from each individual metal (n), X is a 

matrix of k independent variables applicable on all responses of each individual (n). 

~ is a matrix containing the unknown intercepts and regression coefficients and 8 is a 

matrix containing residual terms to describe each element in Y exactly. The unknown 

regression coefficients can be obtained by the following equation: 

XTy = XTX~ 

or 

~ can be used in the regression model to calculate the unknown concentrations. This 

method accounts for the interaction between the different analytes as well. 

Five different aqueous mixtures of cobalt and nickel were analysed. Using the method 

involving matrix calculations the concentration values of the different analytes were 

obtained. The results are listed in Table 7.10. The calculated percentage recovery 

yielded satisfactory results in most cases. Four soil extracts were also analysed. The 

results and percentage recovery are given in Table 7.11. As can be seen from the last 

results, longer extraction times did not improve the extraction. The detection limits for the 

various analytes were also calculated using matrix calculations. The values used for X 

were 30 + K, where 0 is the standard deviation of the baseline and K is the average peak 

height of the baseline. The calculated detection limits for nickel and cobalt were 0.14 mg/C 

and 0.20 mg/Q, respectively. 
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The results (in Tables 7.10 and 7.11) was confirmed using the construction of two different 

calibration curves for each metal at the two measuring times. The absorbance At at time 

t for a chemical species M of molar absorbtivity cM in a cell length, I, forming with a first 

order rate constant, k , at temperature, T, is related to the initial concentration [Mil of a 

reacting species 'if the rate shows first order dependence on the species' by the equation 

(7.1 ) 

where A' is the initial absorbance of the system. 

For measurements made on individual species, M, at fixed time (t) , cM/(1 - e'kTt) is a 

constant KM,(' Therefore 

(7.2) 

This is true for a static system, but in the SIA system dispersion, 0, of the sample zone 

occurs which is constant 0t for a fixed point down-stream, assuming constant flow rate, 

thus 

(7.3) 

Therefore at measuring time 1 (t = t1), for a sample 

and at measuring time 2 (t =t2) 

the terms Ot KM t for each element (cobalt and nickel) at each measuring time (t1 and 

t2 ), and A' and A" are obtained from calibration curves using solutions of the individual 

metals at each measuring time. They are the slopes and intercepts, respectively, of 
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these calibration curves. Then for each sample , A/I and A /2 are obtained and equations 

(7.4) and (7 .5) are then solved simultaneously for [Co'] and [Nil 

For this system the following calibration curves were obtained: 

At measuring time 1 (t1) for Co: Al1 = 1.28[Co] + 0.50 

At measuring time 1 (t1) for Ni: Al1 =0.615[Ni] + 0.338 

Thus in terms of equation (7.4) these two calibration curves add up to give: 

Al1 = 1.28[Co] + 0.615[Ni] + 0.838. 

At measuring time 2 (t2) for Co: Al2 = 0.825[Co] + 0.705 

At measuring time 2 (t2) for Ni: A12 = 0.56[Ni] + 0.643 

Thus in terms of equation (7.5) these two calibration curves add up to give: 

Al2=0.825[Co] + 0.56[Ni] + 1.348. 

The results obtained by solving the obtained equations were approximately the same 

as the results given in Tables 7.10 an 7.11. The percentage recovery for the different 

analysis were slightly lower than the values obtained in Tables 7.10 and 7.11. The 

reason therefore is possibly that the addition of the calibration curves , of the individual 

analytes, does not include the interaction between the two analytes as it is when using 

the matrix method. 

TABLE 7.10 	 Accuracy of the proposed SIA system for the aqueous samples analysed using matrix 
calculations 

Known concentration in mg/e Concentration obtained with % Recovery 
SIA in mg/Q 

[Ni2+][Co2 +] [Co2+) [Ni 2+] [Co2+] [Ni 2+) 

1.0 5.0 0.87 5.13 87 102.6 

2.0 4.0 2.21 94.83.79 110.5 

3.0 3.0 2.93 3.07 97 .7 102.3 

4.0 2.0 4.10 102.5 95.01.90 

1.0 4.895.0 1.11 111 .0 97.8 
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TABLE 7.11 Accuracy of the proposed SIA system for the soil extracts analysed using matrix 
calculations 

Known concentration in mg/C 

2.50 3.50 

3.00 3.00 

3.50' 3.00' 

3.50# 3.00# 

Concentration obtained with 
SIA in mg/r 

Soil samples 

2.76 3.24 

2.89 3.11 

3.26 2.74 

3.30 2.70 

% Recovery 

110.4 92 .6 

96.3 103.7 

93.1 91 .3 

94.3 90.0 

Extraction time: 30 minutes 

Extraction time: 16 hours 


7.10.5 Interferences 

Several metal ions interfered in the determination, because the PAR reagent is not 

selective. Addition of an EDTA zone to the sample zone (5 mg/Q for both Co(II) and Ni(II)) 

allowed the system to tolerate Pb(II), V(V), Cr(lll), Zn(II), Ca(II) and Mg(II) up to 10 mg/Q. 

This represented a 1 : 1 ratio with the upper limit of detection of both Co and Ni of the 

proposed SIA method . Iron(III) interfered, however, seriously regardless the amount of 

EDTA added to the reaction mixture. Masking of the iron(III) with oxalate (log Kf = 8.0) or 

thiourea [18] made the determination of cobalt(II) and nickel(II) very selective. 

7.11 Conclusion 

The proposed method permits the resolution of binary mixtures of cobalt and nickel at 

low levels. No prior separation is necessary and simple and rapid determinations can 

be performed by employing coupled on-line complex formation and ligand substitution 

reactions in a sequential injection analyser. The method of differential kinetic analysis 

has proved to be effective in this analysis. Good precision and sensitivity were 

obtained with the method as well as satisfactory selectivity. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Simultaneous Determination of Mercury(lI ) and 

Cobalt(lI) in Aqueous, Soil and Biological Solutions 

using a Simple Sequential Injection Extraction 

Method 

8.1 Introduction 

Mercury was used in the Mediterranean world for extracting metals by amalgamation 

as early as 500 BC, possibly even earlier. Cinnabar, HgS, was widely used in the 

ancient world as a pigment (Vermilion). For more than a thousand years, up to AD 

1500, alchemists regarded the metal as a key to the transmutation of base metals to 

gold and employed amalgams both for gilding and for producing imitation gold and 

silver. Because of its mobility, mercury is named after the messenger of the gods in 

Roman mythology and the symbol, Hg, is derived from hydrargyrum (Latin, liquid 

silver) [1]. 

Mercury makes up a very small part of the earth's crust (0.08 ppm) and is one of the 

elements called "chalcophiles". In the reducing atmosphere prevailing when the 

earth's crust solidified, these elements separated out in the sulphide phase and their 

most abundant ores are therefore sulphides. Cinnabar, HgS, is the only important ore 

and source of mercury and is found along lines of previous volcanic activity. The most 

famous and extensive deposits are at Almaden in Spain; these contain up to 6 - 7% 

Hg and have been worked since Roman times . Other deposits, usually containing < 

1% Hg, are situated in the USSR, Algeria, Mexico, Yugoslavia and Italy [1] . 
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Although hardly any metallic cobalt was used until the twentieth century, its ores have 

been used for thousands of years to impart a blue colour to glass and pottery. It is 

present in Egyptian pottery dated at around 2 600 BC and Iranian glass beads of 2250 

BC. "Smalt", produced by fusing potash, silica and cobalt oxide, can be used for 

colouring glass or for glazing pottery. The secret of making this brilliant blue pigment 

was apparently lost, to be rediscovered in the fifteenth century. Leonardo da Vinci was 

one of the first to use powered smalt as a 'new' pigment when painting his famous 

"The Madonna of the Rocks" [1]. 

The source of the blue colour was recognised in 1735 by the Swedish chemist G. 

Brandt, who isolated a very impure metal, or "regulus", which he named "cobalt rex". 

In 1870 T. O. Bergman showed this to be a new element. Its name has some 

resemblance to the Greek word for "mine", but it is almost certainly derived from the 

German word Kobalt for "goblin" or "evil spirit". The miners of northen European 

countries thought that the spitefulness of such spirits was responsible for ores which, 

on smelting, not only failed unexpectedly to yield the anticipated metal, but also 

produced highly toxic fumes [1]. 

More than 200 ores are known to contain cobalt but only a few are of commercial 

value. The more important are arsenides and sulphides such as smalltite, CoAs2, 

cobaltite (or cobalt glance), CoAsS, and linnaetite, C03S4 . These are invariably 

associated with nickel, and often also with copper and lead, and it is usually obtained 

as a byproduct or co-product of the recovery of these metals. The world's major 

sources of cobalt are the African continent and Canada with smaller reserves in 

Australia and the USSR [1]. 

8.2 Uses of mercury and cobalt 

The use of mercury for extracting precious metals by amalgamation has a long history 

and was extensively used by Spain in the sixteenth century when her fleet carried 

mercury from Almaden to Mexico and returned with silver. Now, however, the greatest 

use is in the Castner-Kellner process for manufacturing chlorine and NaOH. 
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Increasing amounts are consumed in the electrical and electronic industries, as, for 

instance, in street lamps and AC rectifiers. The electrical resistivity of liquid mercury 

is exceptionally high for a metal and this facilitates its use as an electrical standard . 

Its small-scale use in thermometers, barometers and gauges of different kinds are 

familiar in many laboratories and hospitals . In the form of its compounds, it has 

widespread germicidal and fungicidal applications [1]. 

About 30% of the total worldwide cobalt production is devoted to the production of 

chemicals for the ceramic and paint industries. In ceramics the main use is now not to 

provide a blue colour, but rather white by counterbalancing the yellow tint arising from 

iron impurities. Blue pigments are, however, used in paints and inks, and cobalt 

compounds are used to hasten the oxidation and hence the drying of oil-based paints 

[1] . 

8.3 Why is it important to determine these elements? 

The history of the toxic effects of mercury is long and all types of mercury compounds 

are considered toxic. The metal itself, having an appreciable vapour pressure, 

produces headaches, tremors, inflammation of the bladder and loss of memory. 

Mercury salts, such as HgCI2, leads to the nervous disorder known as "hatter's shakes" 

and possibly also to the expression "mad as a hatter" ['I] . 

Still more dangerous than metallic mercury or inorganic mercury compounds are 

organomercury compounds of which the methyl mercury ion (HgMe+) is probably the 

ubiquitous. This and other organomercurials are more readily absorbed in the 

gastrointestinal tract than Hg(lI) because of their greater permeability of 

biomembranes. They concentrate in the blood and have a more immediate and 

permanent effect on the brain and central nervous system, no doubt acting by binding 

to the -SH groups in proteins. The use of organomercurials as fungicidal seed 

dressings has also resulted in fatalities in many parts of the world when the seed was 

subsequently been eaten [1]. Public concern about mercury poisoning has led to more 

stringent regulations for the use of mercury. The added costs of conforming to still 
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higher standards, necessitate the use of cost effective analytical processes that are 

sensitive enough to detect trace amounts of mercury. 

The determination of trace amounts of cobalt in natural waters is of great interest 

because cobalt is important for living species as complexed vitamin B12. Vitamin B1 2 

is present in human and animal cells in the forms of adenosylcobalamin(III) and 

methylcobalamin(IV). The deficiency of cobalt in ruminants usually results in different 

types of anaemia [2]. The wasting disease in sheep and cattle known variously as 

"pine" (Britain) , "bush sickness" (New Zealand), "coast disease" (Australia) , and "salt 

sick" (Florida) has been recognised since the late eighteenth century. Iron treatment 

to this anaemic condition had mixed success, till it was found that the efficacious 

principle in the iron treatment was actually the impurity, cobalt [1]. 

Despite of its essential biological role, high concentrations of cobalt can be very 

dangerous. In moderate concentrations, such as 3 mg/gallon, cobalt may be 

hazardous to man. Toxicological effects of large amounts of cobalt include 

vasodilation, flushing and cardiomyopathy in humans and animals. The importance 

of cobalt in human and ruminant nutrition has led to work Oil the determination of 

cobalt in soils, plants, feedstuffs, herbage, natural waters and fertilizers. Investigations 

have been extended to the biochemistry of cobalt in animals, humans , microorganisms 

and enzymes [2]. Cobalt is essential for microorganisms fixing molecular N2 and thus 

for higher plants relying on symbiotic nitrogen assimilation [3] . There is, however, still 

very little information available concerning the distribution and speciation of cobalt in 

the environment owing to analytical difficulties . 

8.4 Choice of analytical method 

8.4.1 Different analytical techniques available for individual analysis 

Mercury is usually determined using techniques such as IGP-AES [4], potentiometry 

[5, 6], cold vapour-AAS [7, 8], liquid chromatography [9], AAS [10] or coupling 
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between some of these techniques [11] as well as coupling some of these techniques 

with flow injection systems [11, 12]. Several reagents [6] are suitable to react with 

mercury to form coloured complexes that can be determined photometrically. Many 

of these photometric determinations were adapted to FIA systems - even those that 

needed an extraction step as part of the procedure. Photometric determinations 

include: kinetic methods [13] or indirect determinations where, for instance, the 

inhibitory effect of Hg(lI) in the catalytic action of iodides on the As(III)-Ce(IV) reaction 

is measured [14] . Because Hg is considered to be a "Dithizone metal", determinations 

of mercury using extraction with diphenylthiocarbazone (Dithizone) are well known and 

widely used [6 , 15 - 17]. With Dithizone it is also possible to determine organic forms 

of mercury, like the methylmercury species [17]. 

Various techniques are employed to determine cobalt. These techniques include IGP

AES, ETA, XRF, AAS (and f-AAS) [18], chromatography [9, 18] and potentiometry 

[19]. Although these techniques deliver accurate results and have low detection limits, 

the apparatus are very expensive and not suitable for on-site, on-line routine analysis. 

Spectrophotometric methods coupled with flow injection analysis proved to be a better 

alternative, but due to its high sample and reagent consumption, was ruled out in 

favour of the sequential injection systems. As in the case of mercury, several reagents 

[6] are suitable to react with cobalt to form coloured complexes that can be determined 

photometrically. These determinations include kinetic methods [20 - 23], pH gradient 

methods [24] and extractions [6, 17]. Being a "Dithizone metal" itself, cobalt can be 

quantitatively be determined by extraction with diphenylthiocarbazone (Dithizone) in 

the presence of other metals [6, 17]. 

To avoid the use of toxic organic solvents such as CCI4 and CHCI3 [25], ethanol was 

used as solvent for the Dithizone reagent. Since mercury is considered an 

interference in the determination of cobalt with Dithizone [26], the two metals were 

determined simultaneously. Dithizonates of both mercury and cobalt, when dissolved 

in ethanol at a pH of -7.5, absorb at the same wavelength. This wavelength was 

experimentally determined to be 519 nm. For this reason, only one detector was 

needed to determine the two metals, leading to simplified , inexpensive apparatus. 
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8.4.2 Reactions with diphenylthiocarbazone 

Depending on the reaction conditions, diphenylthiocarbazone (Dithizone) and 

mercury(lI) ions form an orange-yellow dithizonate [Hg(HDz)2] in the acidic range or 

a violet secondary dithizonate (HgDz) in the neutral to alkaline range [6]. Both 

complexes are insoluble in water, but readily soluble in some organic solvents. Unlike 

mercury, cobalt only form primary dithizonates. Cobalt dithizonate (Co(HDz)2) has a 

violet colour and absorb at 519 nm when dissolved in ethanol. For this application the 

secondary dithizonate of mercury was used. This complex also absorbed at 519 nm 

when dissolved in ethanol. 

The reaction between cobalt and Dithizone to form the primary dithizonate can be 

represented as follows [17]: 

Fig. 8.1 	 Reaction scheme for the formation of primary 
dithizonates. 

while the reaction between mercury and Dithizone to yield the secondary dithizonate 

is as follows [26]: 

H H 
I I~ 

/N-N-{} 	 /5-....... -©
Hg C-N =N 
5 = C + Hg2+ ----+- ",f 0 

"N=N-Q r5
N 

Fig. 8.2 	 Reaction scheme for the formation of secondary 
dithizonates. 
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8.5 	 Simultaneous determination of mercury and cobalt using 

sequential injection extraction 

8.5.1 	 Experimental 

8.5.1.1 Reagents and solutions 

All solutions are prepared of analytical grade reagent unless specified otherwise. 

Deionised water from a Modulab system (Continental Water Systems , San Antonio , 

TX, USA) was used to prepare all aqueous solutions and dilutions. The water used as 

carrier was degassed before use . 

Extractant: 0.05 g of Oithizone (Hopkins &Williams Ltd.) was dissolved in 250 me 

ethanol to produce an emerald green stock solution. Stored in a cool place and 

protected from light this solution was stable for up to two weeks . Working solutions are 

obtained by suitable dilution of the stock solution with ethanol. 

Mercury stock solution: A 100 mg/e Hg2+ stock solution was prepared by dissolving 

0.171 g Hg(N03)2.2H20 (Merck) in 1eof distilled water. Working solutions are obtained 

by suitable dilution of the stock solution. 

Cobalt stock solution: A 100 mg/e Co(ll) stock solution was prepared by dissolving 

0.404 g CoCI2.6H20 (Riedel-de-Haen) in 1 e distilled water. Working solutions were 

prepared by suitable dilution of the stock solutions. 

Oeionised water was used as carrier solution. A 0.43 mol/e acetic acid solution was 

used as eluent during the sOil extractions. For pH corrections either a 1 molle NH3 

solution or a 0.5 mol/e H2S04 solution was used . 
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8.5.1.2 Instrumentation 

The sequential injection extraction (SIE) manifold is illustrated in Fig . 8.1 . It was 

constructed from two Gilson Minipuls peristaltic pumps (operating at 15 and 7 rpm 

respectively), a 4 m long extraction coil (1.02 mm i.d.) made of Teflon (PTFE) tubing 

(SUPELCO) and a 1 O-port electrically actuated VICI se lection valve (Model ECSD1 OP) 

(Valco Instruments, Houston , Texas). Tygon pump tubing was used for both pumps . 

The reaction coil was constructed using 30 cm of 0.75 mm i.d . porous silicon tubing 

together with an h-shaped glass debubbler (03) (Dermo Tech). A 50 cm (0 .8 mm i.d .) 

piece of Teflon tubing connected the debubbler to one of the peristaltic pumps, which 

operated at 0.4 mQ/min to remove the air bubbles from the system. The holding coil 

was constructed of 1 m (0 .8 mm i.d.) Teflon tubing. A third peristaltic pump was 

connected to the reaction coil by means of a T-piece. This pump was used during the 

optimisation of the now rate as well as to rinse the flow cell when needed. This pump 

was operated manually and was not included when the device sequence was 

programmed with FlowTEK. 

An Unicam 8652 UV-VIS spectrophotometer equipped with a 10 mm Hellma flow

through cell (volume 80 fA ) was used to monitor the coloured product at 519 nm . Data 

acquisition and device control were achieved using a PC30-B interface board (Eagle 

Electric, Cape Town, South Africa) and an assembled distribution board (MINTEK, 

Randburg, South Africa) . The FlowTEK [27] software package (obtainable from 

MINTEK) was used throughout the procedure. 
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PUMP 2 

WASTE 

AUX CARRIER 
(WATER) 

Fig. 8.3 	 Schematical representation of the sequential 
injection extraction manifold used for the 
simultaneous determination of cobalt(ll) and 
mercury(II). EC - extraction coil, SV - selection 
valve, DB - debubbler and D - detector. 

8.5.1.3 	 Procedure 

A small air bubble was drawn up (through port 1 of the selection valve) to separate the 

extraction zones from the aqueous carrier solution. Thereafter the extractant zone 

(Oithizone in ethanol) (port 2) and the sample zone (port 3) were drawn up into the 

extraction coil. Another air bubble (port 4) was drawn up to separate these zones from 

the aqueous carrier, to avoid excess dilution of the formed extraction product. Since 

water and ethanol are miscible in all ratios, reversing of the flow resulted in mixing of 

the two zones. Extraction took place into the thin organic layer formed by the 

Oithizone zone whose flow was impeded due to the hydrophobic interactions with the 

walls of the Teflon coil. Because the two phases were mixed, no separation of phases 

was needed and the stack of zones was pumped directly to the detector (port 5). 

Pump 3 was manually switched on and off when considered necessary. This pump 

was connected to the detector line via a perspex T-piece connector. 

Pump 2 was switched on (reverse) at the beginning of the analytical cycle to produce 

a sufficiently strong "sucking force" to remove both bubbles effectively prior to 

detection. Care was taken that the bubbles were removed effectively, but that not too 

much of the product zone was removed. 
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The instrumental procedure (as programmed in FlowTEK) is given in Table 8.1. The 

formed product peak was measured at 519 nm. 

TABLE 8.1 Device sequence of the sequential injection system for determination of Hg and Co 

I Time (s) I Pump 1 I Pump 2 I Valve I Description I 

0 Off Reverse Air Pump 1 off, pump 2 is switched on to produce 
a suction force in the debubbler, the valve is 
turned to position 1 to select the first air inlet. 

4 Reverse The air bubble is drawn up. 

4.5 Off Pump 1 stops . 

5.5 Extractant Valve is turned to position 2 to select the 
extractant line. 

6.5 Reverse The extractant solution is drawn up . 

8.5 Off Pump 1 stops. 

9.5 Standard/sample Valve is turned to position 3 to select the 
standard or sample line 

10.5 Reverse The standard or sample solution is drawn up . 

13.5 Off Pump 1 stops . 

14.5 Air Valve is turned to position 4 to select the 
second air inlet. 

15.5 Reverse The second air bubble is drawn up. 

16 Off Pump 1 stops. 

17 Detector Valve is turned to position 5 to select the 
detector line. 

18 Reverse Pump 1 is switched on in reverse. The 
extraction zones are drawn back into the 
extraction coil to ensure effective mixing and 
extraction . 

26 Forward Pump 1 's pumping direction is now changed 
to forward . The stack of zones are pumped 
through the detector. 

95 Off Off Both pumps are switched off. End of 
analytical cycle . 
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8.5.1.4 Sample preparation 

Sample collection: Urine samples were collected in polypropylene flasks which had 

previously been cleaned by rinsing with dilute nitric acid and water. The samples were 

quickly frozen after collection with minimum air space above the urine. Soil samples 

were taken from a maize farm in the northern Free State and stored in polypropylene 

containers. 

Before analysis, the frozen urine was allowed to come to room temperature and 

thoroughly mixed. Water samples with pH values of about 7 were analysed directly. 

Other samples were first pH corrected with either NH3 or sulphuric acid. 

Representative soil samples of 20.00 ± 0.05 g were dried at 30 °C for 8 - 10 hours. 

5.00 ± 0.01 g of the air-dried soil was weighed into a beaker and 50 mQ of a 0.43 molle 

CH3COOH solution was added. The suspension was stirred for 30 minutes and then 

decantated or filtered. The pH of the filtrate was adjust to 7.5 with NH3 and the 

mixture was made up to 100 mQ with distilled water. 

8.5.2 Method optimisation 

8.5.2.1 Physical parameters 

A number of physical parameters can influence the degree of dispersion and extraction 

in the manifold. To obtain the highest sensitivity and precision it was necessary to 

optimise these parameters. 

8.5.2.1.1 Introduction and removal of air bubbles 

Air bubbles are highly undesirable in flow and sequential injection systems, not only 

because they led to spurious results, but also because it decreased the reproducibility 

of the procedure. Although it was feared that the introduction of air bubbles into a flow 

system would have led to irreproducible results, this was to a major extent not the 
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case. The bubbles separated the extraction zones from the surrounding carrier 

solution , preventing excessive dilution of the extraction zones. The bubbles were also 

pumped into the reaction coil and were removed by the debubbler prior to detection. 

As important it was to introduce the air bubbles, it was even more important to remove 

them effectively prior to detection. A piece of porous silicon tubing (length 30 cm, i.d. 

0.75 mm and o.d. 1.25 mm) was introduced as debubbler. This would be effective 

provided that there was ample back pressure on the air bubble, caused by the use of 

a flow restricter, or by simply elevating the outlet tube. The pressure placed on the 

bubble is then greater than atmospheric pressure and this difference force the air 

bubble through the porous tubing [28]. The pressure inside the SIA manifold was 

however not sufficiently high to push the air bubble through the pores. An h-shaped 

glass debubbler was then placed in the reaction coil. A 50 cm (0 .8 mm i.d.) piece of 

Teflon tubing connected the debubbler to a pump operating at 0.4 mQ/min to pump 

away the air bubbles. Care was taken that the bubbles were removed effectively, but 

that not too much of the product zone was removed. This debubbler proved to be the 

most effective and was incorporated into the SIA manifold. 

8.5.2.1.2 Flow rate 

Two different flow rates were used - a slower flow rate for the introduction of the zones 

into the extraction coil and for the extraction itself and a faster flow rate to propel the 

formed product zone through the detector. This parameter was optimise as follows : 

initially two pumps (1 and 3 (Fig 8.3)) were used to evaluate the influence of the flow 

rate on sensitivity and precision. Pump 3 was set on a constant pump rate of 4 

mClmin, while the flow rate of the first pump was varied. The flow rate used to propel 

the zones through the detector was taken as the sum of the flow rates of pumps 1 and 

3. Fig . 8.4 illustrates the results obtained for the various flow rates evaluated. 

An optimum flow rate of 2.4 mQ/min was chosen for pump 1, because of its sensitivity 

and good precision. Slower flow rates resulted in longer zone inversion times and 
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therefore thinner films. Faster flow rates, on the other hand, resulted in thick films with 

high extraction capacity [29]. Since the two phases are miscible in all ratios, faster flow 

rates resulted in better mixing of the zones. Flow rates higher than 2.4 mC/min gave 

less reproducible results, this was probably due to the decrease in axial dispersion 

because of the high flow rate [30, 31]. 

6 

51 

41 
3 

1:L 

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Flow rate of pump 1 (mf/min) 

Fig. 8.4 Influence of flow rate of pump 1 on sensitivity and 
precision. --- =relative peak height and ~ = 
%RSD. 

Faster flow rates in the reaction coil result in less dispersion of the extraction product 

[30,31] and the pump rate of pump 2 was therefore optimised further. Fig. 8.5 shows 

the effect of the pump rate of pump 2 on sensitivity and reproducibility. Flow rates 

from 3.8 mQ/min did not improve the sensitivity of the system and the optimum flow rate 

of pump 2 was set on 4 mQ/min. The flow rate of the product zone through the detector 

was therefore 6.4 mQ/min. The faster rinsing time also favoured shorter analysis time 

and therefore a higher sample throughput. 
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Flow rate for pump 2 (mflmin) 

Fig. 8.5 Influence of flow rate of pump 2 on sensitivity 
and precision. --- =relative peak height and 
~ = %RSD. 

The pump rate used for pump 2 (debubbler) was also evaluated. The main criteria was 

that the bubbles had to be removed completely, while as small as possible part of the 

product peak was removed. The optimum flow rate was found to be 0.4 me/min. 

8.5.2.1.3 Sample volume 

"Changing of the sample zone volume is an effective way of changing the sensitivity 

of the measurement. Dilution of concentrated samples is best achieved by reducing 

the injected sample volume", was the first of three rules listed by Gubeli et al. [32]. The 

sample volume was therefore carefully evaluated to obtain maximum sensitivity and 

reproducibility . Since a slower flow rate was used during the introduction of the sample 

and reagent volumes, the time needed to draw up the solution was longer than 1 

second and led therefore to better precision. The results obtained in the evaluation is 

schematically represented in Fig. 8.6. 
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Fig . 8.6 Influence of sam ple volume on the sensitivity and 
reproducibility of the SIE method . ... = relative 
peak height and ..... = %RSD . 

Although bigger sample volumes led to better sensitivity, the reproducibility of the 

method decreased with volumes bigger than 135 0 Q• Bigger volumes led to smaller 

axial dispersion and therefore insufficient overlap of the reacting zones [30, 31]. An 

optimum sample volume of 135 ,uQ was thus chosen for the system. 

8.5.2.1.4 Extractant volume and extraction time 

Extractant volume is dependant on a critical parameter called the zone inversion 

length. Zone inversion length refers to the distance travelled by the zones from the 

load position (where the organic zone was situated in the extraction co il after 

aspiration), to the position where the aqueous phase has moved completely through 

the organic phase. At this point the organic zone has been deposited on the tubing as 

a film, allowing maximum contact between the two phases . The volume of the 

extractant zone influence both the time of the extraction as well as the length of the 

extraction coil . 

Different extractant volumes were eva luated . The 50 fJ. Qused by Peterson et al. [29] 

was used as guideline in selecting an extractant volume . Volumes between 45 fJ.Q and 
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180 /-l Cwere evaluated (Fig. 8.7). Smaller volumes gave very irreproducible results, 

because of the imperfect flow dynamics of the pump (start up and stopping are not 

instantaneous) [33], these small volumes were not aspirated reproducibly . 

5,-------~~------------------__. 

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 

Extractant volume (fLO 

Fig. 8.7 Influence of extractant volume on sensitivity and 
precision . .31[. = relative peak height and ...... = 
%RSD. 

A plateau is reached in peak height at volumes bigger than 90 /-lQ. The optimum 

extractant volume was chosen to be 90 /-lQ due to the good precision and sensitivity it 

delivered. 

Several extraction options were considered, since the two phases were mixed with one 

another. At first different zone inversion times were evaluated. Table 8.2 lists the 

results obtained. These extraction steps consisted of a reverse step, during which the 

aqueous phase moved through the organic phase, and a forward step, during which 

the aqueous phase moved back to its original position . 
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TABLE 8.2 Different extraction steps evaluated 

Reverse step (s) 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

Forward step (s) 

5.5 

7.5 

9.5 

11 .5 

13.5 

15.5 

Total time (s) 

9.5 

13.5 

17.5 

21.5 

25.5 

29.5 

Relative peak 
heis)ht 

2.78 

3.04 

3.41 

3.39 

3.36 

3.28 

%RSD 

1.02 

0.94 

0.76 

0.78 

0.89 

2.0 

Longer extraction times were also evaluated, but the peak shape changed when using 

them. The peaks appeared to have shoulders and in some cases it was difficult to 

measure the real peak height. An extraction step of 17.5 s was chosen as optimum. 

Since the two phases mixed completely, a range offlow reversals were introduced into 

the extraction step to investigate whether more effective mixing would improve the 

sensitivity. As can be seen from Table 8.3, the flow reversals did increase the 

sensitivity, but unfortunately the reproducibility deteriorated. 

TABLE 8.3 Effect of multiple flow reversals on sensitivity and precision 

Number of flow Size of reversal steps Relative peak 
height 

%RSD 
reversals 

Reverse step (s) Forward step (s) 

1 8 9.5 3.73 0.85 

3 6 6 4.42 1.95 

6 3 3 4.66 2.25 

9 2 2 5.07 3.89 

The same problem was experienced as in the case of longer extraction times. The 

peak deformed and was no longer representing the true concentration of the analyte. 

Since better mixing definitely increased the sensitivity of the measurements, a mixing 

chamber was placed into the reaction coil. The mixing was bettered, but the bigger 

dispersion due to the large dead volume of the mixing chamber, led to a decrease in 
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sensitivity . Incorporation of the mixing chamber also led to high back pressure and long 

rinsing times , which were undesired featured for the proposed system. An extraction 

step consisted of only one flow reversal was therefore chosen . This gave an optimum 

extraction time of 17.5 seconds and peaks with the desired Gaussian shapes. 

8.5.2.1.5 Organic film thickness 

Relative film thickness per unit length (dr) can be predicted using the equation [29] 

where u represents flow rate (velocity) and tubing diameter. The solventdl 

characteristics also play an important role and are included in the equation . Viscosity 

of the solvent is represented by Il and surface tension by y, k and a are constants 

between -1/2 and - 213. From the equation it can be seen that film thickness is directly 

proportional to viscosity and inversely proportional to surface tension. As colligative 

properties, it is appropriate to consider either interfacial or surface tension to viscosity 

as a film thickness parameter, Illy [29]. The film thickness parameter for ethanol was 

calculated to be 4.64 x 10-2 (Il = 1.06 cP and y = 21.80) [34]. The thickness of the 

organic film is very important since it influences extraction by affecting the mass transfer 

of analytes into the film [35]. Under optimum running conditions the relative film 

thickness was calculated to be 8.8 ,Um. 

8.5.2.1.6 Diameter and length of tubing 

Extraction coil: The length of the extraction coil depends on the zone inversion length. 

It was found that during the extraction step a reverse step of 8 seconds was used. This 

time multiplied with the flow rate 4 .9 x cmls (2.4 mQ/min) , resulted in a zone inversion 

length of 39 ,2 cm. Due to dispersion in the flow conduit, these zones occupy about nine 

times the inversion length . Thickness of the wetting film is directly proportional to the 

inner diameter of the coil [36]. As a result, the extraction capacity (volume of the 
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wetting film) is larger for wider and longer extraction coils. Using an extractant volume 

of 90 fA an extraction coil of 3.6 m was needed. To ensure that none of the zones 

reached the pump conduit and became deformed, an extraction coil of 4 m was used. 

An inner diameter of 1.02 mm ensured good axial dispersion and zone overlap. 

Reaction coil: Porous silicon tubing (30 cm, 0.75 mm i.d.) was used as reaction coil. 

This was done mainly to debubble the carrier stream prior to entering the flow cell. 

Unfortunately, this did not have the desired result and a glass debubbler was installed. 

The spectrophotometer should be positioned as close to the debubbler as possible. 

Longer distances between the debubbler and detector led to higher dispersion, longer 

rinsing times and ultimately lower sample throughput. 

8.5.2.2 Chemical parameters 

8.5.2.2.1 pH 

The formation of both cobalt and mercury dithizonates is pH dependant. The pH range 

wherein primary cobalt dithizonates and secondary mercury dithizonates are formed, 

is 7 - 10.5 [6]. The pH of clean, drinkable water falls into this range. The pH of all 

samples that were analysed with this system were measured and corrected to pH 7.5 

with 1 mollQ ammonia solution or 0.5 mollQ sulphuric acid solution. Ammonia was 

chosen, because its formation constants with the two analytes were low compared to 

those of sodium hydroxide [37]. The formation constants for the hydroxides are log Kf 

=5.1 for Co and log Kf =10.3 for mercury, compared to the constants for ammonia, 

which are log Kf =1.6 for Co and log Kf =8.7 for Hg. 

8.5.2.2.2 Choice of organic solvent 

The organic liquid used in Dithizone extractions should strictly speaking be termed the 

diluent for the active extractant Dithizone [17]. The choice of solvent or the solvent 

composition is a critical parameter for the successful application of sequential injection 
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extraction, determining the difference in flow velocity between the organic and aqueous 

phases, the chemical selectivity and efficiency of the extraction [29] . Solvents with low 

viscosities do not offer a sufficient difference in flow velocity when compared to water 

and make SIE less effective as it requires more time and longer extraction coils. On the 

other hand, highly viscous solvents are difficult to wash out of the tubing. With less 

dense solvents, phase separation may present problems, although there may be cases 

where the use of a diluent not much less dense than water has special advantages [17]. 

There are, of course , many other factors which influence the choice of diluent, even 

though in laboratories where purified solvents are used, economical factors are of 

secondary importance. Dithizone, as well as its metal dithizonates are all highly soluble 

in chlorinated solvents [17]. One disadvantage about CCI4 is that it is highly 

carcinogenic and has ozone depleting properties [39]. To avoid the use of toxic organic 

solvents such as CCI4 and CHCI3 [25], ethanol was used as solvent for the Dithizone 

reagent. 

Two major reasons were used to justify the use of ethanol as solvent. Firstly, since 

ethanol and water are miscible in all ratios, the use of phase separators were omitted 

and the mixture of aqueous and organic liquids containing the reaction product was 

determined. Secondly, according to the physical properties of ethanol, it was calculated 

that it would produce the thickest extraction film, when compared to a few other 

solvents. The film thickness parameters, as described in section 8.5.2.1.5, for ethanol 

and other organic solvents are given in Table 8.4. 

TABLE 8.4 Film thickness parameter [29) for some organic solvents 

Solvent Surface tension (y) 
(mN /m) [34, 40) 

Viscosity (11) 
(cP) [34, 40) 

Film thickness 
parameter (tl/y) 

Benzene 28.88 0.601 2.08 x 10.2 

Carbon tetrachloride 27.00 0.88 3.26 x 10.2 

Ethanol 22 .80 1.06 4.64 x 10.2 

Hexane 18.40 0.31 1.68 x 10.2 

Methanol 22.60 0.553 2.45 x 10.2 
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The visible absorption spectrum of Dithizone is, however, very sensitive to the organic 

solvent in which it is dissolved [38]. It was found experimentally that the dithizonates 

of both cobalt and mercury had peak maxima at Amax =519 nm. Detection was therefore 

done at 519 nm. 

8.5.2.2.3 Concentration of Dithizone 

Dithizone is only sparingly soluble in ethanol, with a solubility of 0.3 g/Q at 20°C [17]. 

Since solutions of Dithizone of any but the lowest concentration are deeply coloured, 

and often almost opaque, it is quite difficult to be certain whether excess solid is present 

in contact with a saturated solution. Special care is needed to ensure that metallic 

impurities are not introduced by the filtering medium, especially when the concentration 

is to be calculated afterwards from the absorbance of a suitably diluted aliquot and a 

knowledge of the molar (decadic) absorption coefficient , e [17] . 

A stock solution containing 0.05 g of Dithizone in 250 m Q ethanol was prepared. 

Several dilutions , using ethanol, were made and evaluated. Most of these solutions 

could not been used due to the deep green colour of the unreacted Dithizone. A dilution 

factor of 5 was used to produce a solution with an absorbance in the range 0.6 - 1.0 (10 

mm cell). This solution was used throughout the whole procedure as optimum 

Dithizone concentration. The solution had to be prepared daily, but the stock solution 

was stable for up to two weeks when stored in the refrigerator and protected from light. 

8.5.3 Evaluation of the system 

The proposed sequential extraction method was evaluated under optimum running 

conditions with regard to linearity of the two analytes respectively, sample frequency, 

reproducibility, sample interaction , detection limits, accuracy and major interferences. 
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8.5.3.1 Linearity 

Evaluation under optimum running conditions delivered analytical curves for the 

extraction of Co(lI) and Hg(lI) with Dithizone as shown in Fig . 8.8. The curves for the 

individual metals are linear between 0.1 mg/Q and 50 mg/Q for both metals. For cobalt 

r2 = 0.9914 and for mercury r2 = 0.9875 . Peak height was used to evaluate the 

analytical signal. 

9~------------------------------~ 

3~--------------------------------~ 
o 20 40 60 80 100 

Concentration (mg/i) 

Fig. 8.8 Calibration curves of the individual metals . --- = 
cobalt(ll) and ~ = rnercury(II). 

8.5.3.2 Accuracy 

To investigate the accuracy of the SIE system a calibration curve for each individual 

metal was constructed. Because absorbance is additive, two equations can be 

obtained which should yield the required unknown concentrations when solved 

simultaneously [19] . The equations for the calibration curves obtained experimentally 

were: 

Calibration curve for Hg(II): A =1.58[Hg] + 3.55 

Calibration curve for Co(II): A =1.87[Co] + 3.67 
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Addition of the two equations gave: 

A = 1.58[Hg] + 1.87[Co] + 7.22 

To solve two equations two absorbance values are needed. The above data given 

represents the value of the peak maximum as determined by the FlowTEK program 

(refer to it as A). The other absorbance value was found by retrieving the data points 

of the specific peak profile into Quattro Pro and using the absorbance value recorded 

one second before the peak maximum was reached (refer to it as A'). The calibration 

data at this time were as follow: 

For mercury: A' = 1.14[Hg] + 2.98; r2 = 0.9895 

For cobalt: A' = 1.50[Co] + 3.67; r2 = 0.9958 

Addition of the equations gave: A' = 1.14[Hg] + 1.50[Co] + 6 .65 

Solving these two equations (A and A') simultaneously give the desired concentrations. 

Two different aqueous mixtures, two urine mixtures (one sample was spiked with 10 

mg/Q Hg) and three soil extracts were analysed. The results are listed in Table 8.5. The 

percentage recovery was calculated for the aqueous samples and soil extracts, whilst 

standard addition to the urine samples showed that the urine did not contain Hg(II). The 

cobalt concentration in the urine sample was 1.3 mg/Q. The percentage recovery 

yielded satisfactory results in most cases. 
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TABLE 8.5 Evaluation of the accuracy of the proposed SIE method. 

Sample Known con centration in 
mg/C 

Concentration obtained 
with SIE in mg/r 

% Recovery 

[Co2+] [Hg2 +] [Co2+] jHltl [Co2+] [Hq2J 

Aqueous 1 0.1 5.0 0.13 4.91 130 98.2 

Aqueous 2 40 20 40.8 19.7 102 98.5 

Urine 1 - 10 1.34 9.84 - 98.4 

Urine 2 - - 1.3 0.05 - -

Soil 1 15 0 14.6 0.07 97.3 -

Soil 2 10 25 10.0 25.1 100 100.4 

Soil3 0 30 0.3 29.39 - 97.97 

8.5.3.3 Reproducibility 

The results obtained when using the proposed system revealed surprisingly good 

reproducibility. It is expected when using air bubbles in the flow system, that the 

reproducibility will deteriorate due to the irregular stretching and compressing of the 

bubble. The slower flow rate used during the extraction step might contribute to the 

good results. The slower the flow rate, the more uniform the bubble can be stretched 

and compressed . Response values obtained for both metals, in the standard solutions 

as well as the samples analysed, show relative standard deviations lower than 1.9% for 

ten measurements at each concentration or sample (Table 8.6). 
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TABLE 8.6 Reproducibility of the proposed sequential injection extraction system 

I 
Standard/sample 

([ l in m9/Q ~ 

0.1 

1.0 

I 
%RSD 

1.89 

1.10 

I 

5.0 1.08 

10.0 0.98 

20.0 0.78 

30.0 0.52 

40.0 0.54 

50.0 

Aqueous 1 

0.24 

1.05 

Aqueous 2 0.85 

Urine 1 

Urine 2 

1.32 

1.85 

Soil 1 

Soil 2 

1.23 

0.64 

Soil 3 0.95 

8.5.3.4 Sample frequency 

To complete the whole analytical cycle, including the extraction and detection, took only 

95 s. This resulted in a sample frequency of 38 samples per hour. When considering 

that two analytes were determined simultaneously, the sample frequency is quite 

remarkable for a sequential injection system . 

8.5.3.5 Sample interaction 

Negligible carry-over between samples was experienced when employing this system . 

A sample with low analyte concentration (1 mg/Q) was analysed, followed by a sample 

with analyte concentration ten times higher than the first. To evaluate sample 
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interaction the first sample was analysed again. Sample carry-over was then calculated 

according to the difference between the two peak height values [33]. The percentage 

carry-over calculated were low enough to be ignored. The sample interaction was 

calculated to be about 0.05%. 

8.5.3.6 Detection limits 

The detection limit is both a function of sensitivity and noise. The lowest concentration, 

that could be determined without doubt, would be considered the detection limit of the 

system. The detection limits of both Co(ll) and Hg(ll) were calculated as follows: The 

relative peak height for a blank solution was measured at the time where the peak 

maxima of the analyte peak usually appeared. This value was multiplied by three to 

generate a peak height value that could be measured with certainty . The concentration 

values of the corresponding peak height values were red from the individual calibration 

curves and then used as detection limits. Using this technique, the detection limits for 

the SIE system were calculated to be 0.15 mg/Q and 0.12 mg/Q for mercury and cobalt, 

respectively. 

8.5.3.7 Interferences 

Possible interferents were tested using a solution containing 1 mg/Q of both analytes. 

The following substances did not interfere with the determination of cadmium and 

mercury ions: 500 mg/Q sot, 10 mg/Q P04
3

., 2 mg/Q A1 3+(AI do not react with Dithizone 

under neutral to alkaline conditions), 50 mg/Q Mg2+ and 400 mg/Q Ca2+. 

Chloride up to 14 g/Q (0.4 mol/Q) did not interfere in the mercury determination as long 

as the H2S04 concentration did not exceed 2 mol/Q, while chloride concentrations of up 

to 100 g/Q could be tolerated in the cobalt analysis. Bromide, cyanide and thiocyanate 

interfere in the mercury determination, since they complex mercury more strongly than 

Dithizone . These anions could be tolerated up to 10 mg/Q. No interference was 

experienced in the cobalt determination by either bromide or chloride. Thiocyanate and 
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cyanate are usually used to mask interferences due to cobalt and interfered, therefore, 

seriously in the determination of cobalt. Anions could be removed by using anion 

exchange columns in the sample uptake tubes . 

The metals normally present in urine, viz. Fe(II), Ni(II), Pb(lI) and Zn(II), were also 

tested as possible interferents. The metals were individually added to two different 

urine samples which contained 1 mg/Q Co(lI) and 1 mg/C Hg(ll) respectively. Although 

variation in pH usually is the most important way to eliminate interferences from metal 

cations, the cations still interfere at the optimum pH for the extractions. All the metals 

interfere in the determination. These interferences can however be masked by addition 

of a mixture of hydroxylamine (1 mol/Q), sodium potassium tartrate (0.75 mol/Q and 

potassium hexacyanoferrate(lI) (1.5 mol/Q) [15] . 2 m Q of this solution was added to 5 mQ 

urine samples. These mixtures were then diluted to 10 mQ with distilled water prior to 

introduction into the sequential injection extraction system. 

8.6 Conclusion 

A simplified, automated extraction system is described. Distilled water as carrier stream 

and small volumes of both sample and reagents are employed, ensuring a very cost 

effective system. Additional to the cost effect, is the use of a nontoxic solvent, ethanol, 

which make the technique much more environmental and operator friendly. It operates 

without phase separators or segmenters. This fact highlights the durability and 

robustness of the technique, since less maintenance will be needed. The sequential 

injection system is fully computerised and allow the determination of cobalt and mercury 

in the same sample without prior separation. A sample frequency of 38 samples per 

hour place it ahead of other SIA systems, where the main drawback usually is the low 

sample throughput. Miniaturisation of the manifold as well as suitable buffers to 

maintain pH levels, will make the sequential injection system very useful in many 

applications. 
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